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ABSTRACT

the dispersing elements within the required angular precision (±1arcmin). The size of the optical elements
(140mm of diameter) induce the design of a large wheel
(470mm of diameter) imposing an important Moment of
Inertia to be handled by the mechanism. On the basis of
a “dog clutch” cryogenic rotating actuator developed for
the ground based astronomical instrument VLT-VISIR in
which 10 models have been running over 5 years without any reported failure, CEA-IRFU with the financial
support of the French Space Agency (CNES) made the
decision to adapt this actuator to space environment. The
cryogenic rotating actuator further called “Cryomechanism” has been designed to operate from room temperature to cryogenic environment (down to 4K). Based on a
step motor and a 360 positions dog clutch, this cryomechanism (CM) allows to reach any position with electronically controlled acceleration and speed by 1 degree steps
with a repeatability below 100µrad (20arcsec). Due to
the dog clutch mechanism, there is no power consumption once the actuator has stopped This paper wants to
describe the Grism Wheel Assembly and its functionalities. The main activities done up to the end of the Phase
A with an overview of the future planned activities.

This paper present a subsystem of the Near Infrared SpectroPhotometer (NISP) instrument of the Euclid mission:
the Grism Wheel Assembly (GWA). The Grating Wheel
Assembly (GWA) will provide the required grism interchanging functionalities. The mechanism will position
into the optical beam four different grisms: two groups of
grisms with different passband coating, each group will
consists into two identical grism with orthogonal dispersing direction respect to the optical beam. The main properties and performances of this subsystem will be shown
summarizing the study done into the Phase A. The “Dog
Clutch Cryomechanism” is an evolution of the actuator
developed for the ground based astronomical instrument
VLT-VISIR properly adapted to the Euclid requirements.
Key words: Euclid, Grism Wheel Assembly, Cryomechanism, Clutch.

1.

INTRODUCTION
2.

Euclid is a high precision survey mission under development by the European Space Agency to investigate the
properties of Dark Energy and Dark Matter by means of
a weak lensing and baryon acoustic oscillations experiments. The technical capabilities of Euclid are such that it
also addresses other cosmological and astronomical topics, providing an unprecedented science legacy. The survey mission will carry out an imaging and spectroscopic
survey of the entire extragalactic sky (20, 000deg 2 ). Euclid carries a meter class telescope which feeds two instruments: a visible imager (VIS), a near-infrared photometer combined with a medium resolution spectrometer (NISP). The two instruments have identical sized
field of views (0.5deg 2 ) and will operate simultaneously
in step-and-stare mode. The nominal mission period is
5 years [1]. Crucial system for the spectrometer is the
Grism Wheel that will provide the proper positioning of

NIS-P

The NISP optical system has been investigated under the
assumption of a cold instrument (150K) while the investigated wavelength range is 920 − 2000nm. The instrument presents a merge of the NIP and NIS instrument in
one common optical assembly sharing one FPA.
In the photometer mode the NISP instrument images the
telescope light in the wavelength range from 920nm to
2000nm (Y, J, H, K bands) on an array of 16 detectors.
The spatial resolution is required to be approximately
0.33arcsec per pixel in J-band at 1259nm wavelength.
The FoV of the instrument is 0.55deg 2 having a rectangular shape of 0.763deg × 0.722deg. In the spectrometer mode the light of the observed target is dispersed by
means of grisms in wavelength range of 0.92 − 2µm. In
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order to provide a flat resolution over the specified wavelength range two sets of two grisms each are applied in
a filter wheel. These four grisms open two dispersion directions tilted against each other by 90o in order to reduce
confusion in the spectra taken (due to slit less philosophy). The field and waveband definition used in the individual configurations for spectroscopy and photometry
are :

the image and send the data to the data processing unit
(DPU). The NISP warm electronic (NI-WE) will command the functions of NI-OMA. NI-OMA interfaces with
the telescope optical beam, the telescope optical bench,
the NI-DS, and the NI-WE [2].

2.2.

• three photometric bands:

The optical design is shown in Figure 2 and comprises:

1. Y band : 920 − 1146nm
2. J Band : 1146 − 1372nm
3. H Band : 1372 − 1600nm

• The corrector lens CL that, together with its holding
structure will be furthermore called Corrector Lens
Assembly (CoLA). CL is a spherical-aspherical
meniscus type lens. CL is made from fused silica.

• four spectroscopic modes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.1.

Optical design overview

0o disp. : 1100 − 1457nm
90o disp. : 1100 − 1457nm
0o disp. : 1445 − 2000nm
90o disp. : 1445 − 2000nm

• The filter with mildly powered spherical entrance
surface and flat exit surface. The filter material is
fused silica.
• The grism with mildly powered spherical entrance
surface and binary optic (curved line) grating exit
surface. The grism material is fused silica.

NIOMA

• The three lenses L1-L3 that, together with their
holding structure will be furthermore called Camera
Lens Assembly (CaLA).

NI-OMA is one of the three assemblies of the NISP instrument. NISP objectives are to provide the photometry
of faint galaxies and the red shift of line emission galaxies thanks to its spectroscopic modes. NI-OMA is the
assembly, which will perform the following function:

– L1 a spherical-aspherical meniscus lens made
from CaF2.
– L2 a spherical-aspherical meniscus lens made
from LF5G15.

• De-magnifies the telescope Field of View by a factor
2, to adapt the plate scale to the pixel size.

– L3 a spherical-aspherical meniscus lens made
from LF5G15.

• Provides the 3 photometric modes (Y,J,Hp)
• Provides the 4 spectroscopic modes (Blue and Red)

Figure 2. NISP optical design.

3.

GWA DESCRIPTION

The Grating Wheel Assembly (GWA) will provide the required grism interchanging functionalities. The full scientific goal will be obtained through what is called an
“hybrid” configuration. The mechanism will have to be
able to position into the optical beam two kind of grisms
with different passband coating. The first type (Blue) will
transmit between 1.1µm and 1.45µm, while the other
(Red) will be transparent to 1.45µm and 2µm. In addition due to the slitless philosophy adopted for the spectrograph it will be necessary to axially rotate each grism

Figure 1. NI-OMA and DS overall view.
The telescope at the back of the dichroic provides the entrance beam. The detector system (NI-DS) will acquire
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of 90o .The required positioning repeatability to allow on
sky calibration and spectra reconstruction has been defined in ±1arcmin, thus including mounting and alignment errors and mechanism intrinsic repeatability.

eigenfreq. > 200Hz, DLL = 54g) and geometrical requirements (wheel to Grism I/F allowable planar distortion ±25µm). The wheel is mounted onto an Aluminum
Flange that is a subcomponent of the mechanism itself
and realizes an athermal interface to the steel parts thanks
to a hirth coupling. The stator of the motor itself is fixed
onto the NIOMA through athermal interface. The overall
weight of the wheel is 9.54Kg margin Included the external diameter is 470mm and the Moment of Inertia is
0.16Kgm2 .

3.2.

Components and main requirements

In the following tables will be summarized the main requirements for each component of the GWA [3]:
Mechanism performance requirements
Item
value
Moved mass
6.5Kg
MoI of Moved Mass
0.16Kgm2
Abs. angular accuracy
±1arcmin
Position repeatability
±0.3arcmin
100Hz10g
Shock at interface <
1000Hz100g
10000Hz100g
Max acc
0.26rad/s2
Oper. Temp.
135 ± 15K
Max number of cycles
590000
1180000
Power consumption
20W peak
6W
1st Eigen frequency
> 300Hz ∗
DLL
25g ∗

Figure 3. GWA overall view.

3.1.

Functional and architecture description

In order to simplify the mechanism it has been decided
to organize the GWA with 5 different slots. The first one
is the open position necessary for the photometric activity. The required configurations are obtained mounting
two grisms per type orthogonally aligned respect to the
path. The full exposure procedure foresees four different
motions synchronized with the four dithers. The first operation positions the horizontal blue grism into the path,
then the vertical blue one is inserted and finally the same
procedure is done with the red grisms.
Considering that the GWA has to carry optical glass element driven by steel mechanism, the Aluminum has been
selected as baseline material for the wheel main structure. The Assembly architecture has been optimized to
minimize the thermo-mechanical interfaces. The three
subsystems motor, wheel structure, grisms subunits are
logically mounted in series respect to the NI-OMA. The
GWA includes three different subsystems:

∗

Those requirements will apply to the CM model including a concentrated Mass representing wheel and grisms
connect to the I/F flange via a semi rigid element (factor
0.6)
Wheel structure Requirements
Item
value
Ext. Diameter
470mm
Mass (no margin)
2.7Kg
MoI
0.085Kgm2
Oper. Temp.
140 ± 5K
Thermal stab.
±1K
st
1 Eigen frequency
> 270Hz
DLL
54g
Grism connection points
planar distortion
±25µm

• Motor + I/F
• Wheel structure
• Grism subassembly
The grism subassembly includes the grism and its mounting that copes with different thermal behavior of glass
and wheel aluminum structure. The empty slot is
equipped with a Tungsten counterweight in order to axially balance the Center of Gravity (0.1mm resulting
offset). The wheel carries the optical element providing enough stiffness respect to the mechanical loads (1st
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4.2.

Grism subunit Requirements
Item
value
Grism Diameter
140mm
Mass (no margin)
0.54Kg
MoI
0.0018Kgm2
Oper. Temp.
135 ± 15K
Thermal stab.
±1K
st
1 Eigen frequency
> 1000Hz
DLL
100g
Grism connection points
planar distortion
±25µm

4.

Grism Mounting

The Grism is held by 6 glued (with DP490) Invar pads on
a crown made of aluminum alloy. The bonding technique
of Silica on such an alloy has already been approved by
LAM with a bonding surface of about 45mm2 . The number of pads has been determined according to the constraints induced by the glued parts because of the temperature difference between integration and operating phases
(about 200K). The coefficients of thermal contraction of
Silica and Invar are very close. However the pads are
also glued to the blades by the other side and these blades
are radially flexible to further limit the stresses transmitted through the glue. The length and diameter of flexures are optimized to ensure the integrity of the assembly
during thermal cyclings and vibration tests. The crown
of aluminum alloy is directly attached to the wheel with
6 screws M 4 and indexed by 2 locating pins. Figure 4
shows the optomechanical mounting of the grism.

GRISM SUBUNIT

A grism which is a blend of grating and prism, is a transmission grating ruled on the hypotenuse of a prism and
thus at a particular wavelength the diffraction of the grating is compensated by the prism deviation. When a grism
is inserted into the imagery channel of an instrument
it produces spectra of the astronomical objects without
any change of the setup. This unique property makes
the grisms widely used in instrument like EUCLID/NISP
performing both imagery and spectroscopy of the same
field.

4.1.

Grism architecture

The NISP grism is characterized by the combination of
a shallow profile (2 degrees) with a low groove density
(19g/mm). The photolithography technique is under investigation to imprint saw tooth groove profile in a resin
layer. In the context of R&D program with the Centre
National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) several photolithographic gratings up to 100mm in diameter have been developed. The efficiencies before and after cryogenic cycles (300K − 100K) and radiation dose representatives
of the space environment have been tested. All these
tests demonstrate that the remaining resin layer is not affected by the severe space constraints and we measured
efficiency of 75% at 1.5µm blaze wavelength. In addition, the photolithographic process could easily allow the
introduction of a phase function to correct the remaining
aberration thus simplifying the optical setup. Two prototypes with curved grooves corresponding to a required
phase function were manufactured and are under testing
by interferometry. In future work the ion etching process to transfer the photolithographic resin profile into
the bulk silica substrate will be applied. If this is a success, by removing the resin layer will thus guarantee high
transparency to non-visible light and definitive insensitivity to cryogenic environments.

Figure 4. Grism Mounting overall view.

4.3.

Grism Finite Element Model

The finite element model, carried out using
MSC/NASTRAN software, is made of solid hexahedral elements. There are 53495 nodes and 41928
elements in the model. The Grism mount has been
analyzed for modal, static, dynamic and thermo-elastic
analyses providing very good results. Figure 5 shows the
finite element model. Following are presented the results
regarding eigen frequencyes and static equivalent loads
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Figure 5. Grism Mounting Finite Element Model.
Figure 7. Mechanism Exploded view.
Grism
Mode N o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

eigenfreq.
value
1435Hz
2326Hz
2326Hz
2334Hz
2334Hz
4419Hz
4419Hz
4893Hz

Figure 8. Mechanism schematic view.
When running, the cryomechanism is the association of 2
“motors” mounted in series. The stepper motor performs
a coarse positioning, rotating the wheel at any of the 360
positions within 30arcmin of accuracy. During this motion, 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) are locked by the bearing assembly. The only DOF which is free is the rotation
around bearing axis. When arrived at required position,
the clutch closes performing a fine positioning with very
high repeatability. As the clutch gear is mounted on a
bellows, its motion can be considered as a pure translation. The bellows has very high stiffness in torsion and is
quite flexible in translation. Closing the clutch allows to
lock the last degree of freedom. The wheel is then completely immobilized. The typical sequence for a motion
is described by the following sequence:

Figure 6. Grism Mounting Stress results.

5.

MECHANISM

5.1.

General description
1. Open the clutch (Power the clutch coil ON)

CEA cryomechanism is a rotating actuator designed to
operate from 300K down to 20K under vacuum. It is
based on few key elements mounted in a stainless steel
frame:

2. Power the stepper motor ON
3. Drive the stepper motor to rotate the wheel at required position
4. Close the clutch (power the clutch coil OFF)

• Stepper motor: SAGEM space qualified motor,
360steps/rev

5. Power the stepper motor OFF

• Duplex angular ball bearings
5.2.

• Clutch system with Hirth gears (360 teeth/rev)
• Monostable electromagnet + bellows: allows to
close the clutch without power consumption.

Clutch system

The clutch system is the association of Hirth teeth gear
mounted on a bellows, attached to the electromagnet
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body [5, 4]. The electromagnet is driven with a pulse
current (0.4A) to create a force such as the gears are disengaged from rotor gears. This pulse is 0.05s long. Then,
the coil is driven with reduced current (0.05A) to maintain the clutch opened. The electromagnet body will be
made of ARMCO (TBC) and redundant coils will be integrated. Coils will use grade 2 wire of 0.125mm of diameter. Rotating Hirth gears will be made of Stainless
steel and translating Hirth gears will be made of TA6V
and coated with TiN.

preserving the grism mounts from risky distortions. The
design of the wheel will take into account the radial thermal shrinking of the optical elements (≈ 0.5mm). The
wheel is milled between an optical element and the other
keeping the outer ring and some middle radius ribs in order to preserve the overall stiffness of the structure. On
the opposite side of the wheel respect to the grism I/F are
located annular ring in order to improve the planar stiffness of the I/F itself minimizing the planar distortion of
the connection points (±25µm).

Figure 9. Dog Clutch Operation Principle.

5.3.

Athermal interface

Figure 11. Detail of the ribs for outer plane distortion.

The particular shape of Hirth teeth is self centering. As
the teeth have a single point of convergence, the centering does not rely on the radius on which teeth are machined. As consequence, whatever the material of teeth
and its temperature, the centering is still ensured. The
cryomechanism will use Hirth teeth interface to match
the differential CTE between wheel mechanical interface
material and cryomechanism shaft and housing materials.

6.2.

Thermal fluctuations could be induced by the active dissipation of the Grism Wheel Assemblies . At a first order
the average load induced by the cryo-rotator during the
wheels repositioning is around 6W for duration of about
10s (20W peak). Given the thermal mass of the Grism
wheels and their mounting structures, the such power
should not be enough to raise significantly the temperature of the optical elements. In any case, the heat load
generated by the stator will be dissipated to Radiators by
an high conductance (7 − 8W/K) direct links in order to
keep the temperature stable within ±1K. For that reason
no active thermal control is foreseen for the GWA.

6.3.

6.1.

Finite Element Model

The main structural performances has been validated
through Detailed Finite Element Model. In particular the
GWA model has been realized by integrating the grism
subunit reduced model, the motor reduced model and the
wheel structure detailed model. The aim of this model
was the evaluation of 1st eigenfrequencies of the assembly and the stress and strain distribution of the wheel
structure.

Figure 10. Athermal Interfaces.

6.

Thermal control

GWA ANALYSIS

In order to have a useful tool it has been obtained a reduced model that is representative of the detailed one.
This model is crucial because it is a fundamental boundary condition for the overall GWA stiffness. For this reason the representativeness of the reduced model is mainly

Thermo-mechanical design

The main driver of the Wheel design is to hold the grism
well aligned during cool down and support Launch load
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driven by the interface to the wheel behavior and the overall stiffness of the motor. It is realized through tetrahedral
solid element adopting steel as reference material. The
grism subunit model is directly obtained from the detailed
one (5). The main simplification consists into the adopting of 2D shell elements located into the middle-plane
of the subunit with proper thicknesses and same material properties of the one used into the detailed one. The
wheel structure has been detail modeled through tetrahedral elements in order to be able to evaluate eigenfrequencies, stress and strain distribution. The considered
material is aluminum. The wheel has been constrained

y and z direction with an equivalent DLL of 54g and
random vibration analysis with a PSD excitation applied
at the NI-OMA interface: +3dB/oct → 20 − 100Hz,
0.157g 2 /Hz → 100 − 300Hz and −5dB/oct → 300 −
2000Hz (Figure 13). It has not conducted an overall thermo-elastic analysis because the two distortion
sources that are grism and mechanism are connected to
the wheel directly with aluminum interfaces. That means
that the thermoelastic stress generation is embedded into
the subcomponents itself. Following are presented the results regarding eigenfrequencies, static equivalent loads
and Random Vibration [6].
GWA
Mode N o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

eigenfreq.
value
198.92
199.14
200.72
278.34
278.35
430.47
575.17
575.61
837.94
838.51

Figure 12. Sub models: Reduced Motor model (a), Reduced Grism Model (b) and Detailed Wheel Model (c)
The static analyses produces a stress distribution shown
in the following pictures resulting into the Margin Of
Safety (MOS) expressed into the following table.

to the motor model through nodal constraint translational
equations. While the connection of the grism subunits is
realized through six rigid elements per unit. Instead of
having four grism models and a counterweight for simplification five grism models have been considered. This
assumption is confirmed as valid after thanks to similar
analysis conducted onto reduced models. The boundary
conditions consist into the translational constraining of
the twelve nodes located in proximity of the twelve connection points of the GWA to the NIOMA.

Margin of safety for GWA (DLL)
Yield Ultimate
MOS X 18.72
18.74
MOS Y 17.5
17.52
MOS Z
4.79
4.8

In addition the outer plane distortion has been evaluate
by finding the plane (ax + by + cz + d = 0) of three
of the six connection points and then evaluating the distances of the other. This operation has been done by varying the three initial points in order to have all the possible combinations. The maximum planar distortion obtained is 10.35µm which is very well within the requirement of ±25µm. The random vibration analysis have
been conducted to evaluate the propagation of the dynamic loads to from the nioma - GWA interface up to the
grism subunit interface and to the optical element. In addition the stress probability has been evaluated considering 99.737% of occurrence probability (3σ). ASD of the
constraint points and central node of the optical element
have been extracted from the dynamic analysis looking at
the behavior and the to each node. In the following table
are shown the Grms values obtained for one of the central
optical nodes.

Figure 13. PSD applied for the Random Vibration Analysis.

6.4.

Results

Three different type of analyses have been conducted
eigenfrequencies extraction, static equivalent loads in x,
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The stress analysis have been done evaluating the maximum Von Mises equivalent stress directly from the Normal and Shear rms stresses with the Von Mises formulation. The maximum Von Mises stresses obtained
are 23.17M P a, 16.97M P a and 34.88M P a respectively
considering Z,Y and X PSD applied curves. Considering the statistical behavior of those values it is possible to evaluate the stresses that occurs with 99.737%
of probability simply multiplying the max stress by a
factor of tree, obtaining 69.51M P a, 50.91M P a and
105.64M P a. In the following table are shown the MOS
relative to PSD stresses.
Margin of safety for GWA (PSD)
Yield Ultimate
MOS X 1.19
1.20
MOS Y 3.55
3.56
MOS Z 2.33
2.34

Figure 14. Grism Displacement into the worst loading
condition.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

The Euclid mission success strongly depend onto the final performances of the GWA. This subsystem will adopt
a space adapted version of a cryogenic motor designed
for ground based application. The analysis and predevelopment activity are demonstrating that this mechanism will work efficiently even with such a big Wheel
(φ = 470mm and M oI = 0.16Kgm2 ). The predevelopment plan is still ongoing and it is foreseen to
bring all the subcomponents at a T RL = 5 by the end
of 2011.
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Figure 15. Dynamic behavior (ASD) of one of the central
optical node along Z,Y and X (top to down). (SI Units).

Load dir.
PSD X
PSD Y
PSD Z

ASD of Optical Nodes
Grms X Grms Y Grms Z
24.6
3.5
4.9
3.5
30.2
1.6
4.1
1.3
23.6

Grms
25.4
30.5
24.0
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